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What are Rumble Strips?What are Rumble Strips?

A preventative measureA preventative measure
A mitigative measure (make mild)A mitigative measure (make mild)
Audio tactile profiled markingsAudio tactile profiled markings
Give Give tactiletactile vibrationvibration and audible and audible 
rumblingrumbling
Reduce runReduce run--offoff--road incidents*road incidents*
Reduce crossReduce cross--thethe--centre incidentscentre incidents
Promote awareness of stop Promote awareness of stop 
conditioncondition
Warn of hazards beside roadWarn of hazards beside road

* 40% of rural injury crashes are ROR * 40% of rural injury crashes are ROR 
type.type.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tactile
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oscillation


Why Use Rumble Strips?Why Use Rumble Strips?

Rumble Strips are considered to be the most Rumble Strips are considered to be the most 
costcost--effective safety measure that has not effective safety measure that has not 
been universally adopted to date.been universally adopted to date.
Can reduce fatigue related crashes by between Can reduce fatigue related crashes by between 
20% and 80% (according to published 20% and 80% (according to published 
studies).studies).
Payback periods are sometimes as little as two Payback periods are sometimes as little as two 
weeks, life is usually 20 years, therefore weeks, life is usually 20 years, therefore 
Benefit / Cost up to ~ 500/1.Benefit / Cost up to ~ 500/1.



Rumble Strips (cont.)Rumble Strips (cont.)

Information obtained from experience, related Information obtained from experience, related 
literature and evidence shows that use of rumble literature and evidence shows that use of rumble 
strips is strips is the most costthe most cost--effective safety effective safety 
measure that has not been universally measure that has not been universally 
adopted to dateadopted to date..
Particularly useful during poor visibility Particularly useful during poor visibility 
conditions (pavement markings and other conditions (pavement markings and other 
markers being obscured)markers being obscured)



Rumble Strips (cont.)Rumble Strips (cont.)

Help reduce Single Vehicle RunHelp reduce Single Vehicle Run--OffOff--Road Road 
(SVROR) collisions due to driver fatigue on (SVROR) collisions due to driver fatigue on 
relatively long trips (20 to 60% reduction)relatively long trips (20 to 60% reduction)
Currently SVROR type of collisions accounts Currently SVROR type of collisions accounts 
for 23% of all collisions reported on rural for 23% of all collisions reported on rural 
highways in Albertahighways in Alberta



Rumble Strip Placement LocationsRumble Strip Placement Locations

Shoulder Rumble Shoulder Rumble 
StripsStrips

Centreline Rumble Centreline Rumble 
StripsStrips



Shoulder Rumble StripsShoulder Rumble Strips

Shoulder rumble strips are common in Alberta and Shoulder rumble strips are common in Alberta and 
many other jurisdictions in Canada and the USA and many other jurisdictions in Canada and the USA and 
have been proven as a highly costhave been proven as a highly cost--effective measureeffective measure
Should be provided continuously along highways; rural; Should be provided continuously along highways; rural; 
60km/hr or greater60km/hr or greater
Alberta TransportationAlberta Transportation’’s practice is to s practice is to ““millmill”” in.in.
Expected reduction of 16% of all collisions in Alberta Expected reduction of 16% of all collisions in Alberta 
contextcontext



Relatively inexpensive thus should be provided Relatively inexpensive thus should be provided 
continuously along centreline of undivided highways, continuously along centreline of undivided highways, 
except:except:

In urban municipalities andIn urban municipalities and
Within 300m of residencesWithin 300m of residences
Within 50m of the centre of intersectionsWithin 50m of the centre of intersections

Rural; 60km/h or greaterRural; 60km/h or greater
Priority based on frequency of headPriority based on frequency of head--on collisionson collisions
Expected reduction of 14% of all collisions in Alberta Expected reduction of 14% of all collisions in Alberta 
contextcontext

Centreline Rumble StripsCentreline Rumble Strips



Benefit/Cost Ratio Benefit/Cost Ratio 
ExampleExample



Average cost of a rural collision in Average cost of a rural collision in 
Alberta (2004 Alberta (2004 -- 2008)2008)

Fatal: 1113 x $1,345,068 = $1,497,060,684Fatal: 1113 x $1,345,068 = $1,497,060,684
Injury: 16,870 x $100,000 = $1,687,000,000Injury: 16,870 x $100,000 = $1,687,000,000
PDO: 89,642 x $12,000 = $1,075,704,000PDO: 89,642 x $12,000 = $1,075,704,000
TOTAL # 107,625TOTAL # 107,625 $4,259,764,684$4,259,764,684

Average Cost/Collision = 4259764684/107625Average Cost/Collision = 4259764684/107625
= = $39,580$39,580



Collision Cost Example:Collision Cost Example:
Rural Highway, 1500 AADTRural Highway, 1500 AADT

# # Veh.kmVeh.km/km/yr = 1500 x 365.25 = 547,875./km/yr = 1500 x 365.25 = 547,875.
Typical collision rate = 96.60 / 100 million Typical collision rate = 96.60 / 100 million 
veh.kmveh.km
# collisions/km/yr = (547,875/100,000,000) x # collisions/km/yr = (547,875/100,000,000) x 
96.6 = 0.5396.6 = 0.53
Annual collision cost /km = 0.53 x Annual collision cost /km = 0.53 x $39,580$39,580 = = 
$20,948.$20,948.



Why Rumble Strips (continued)?Why Rumble Strips (continued)?

Cost of Cost of shouldershoulder rumble strips = $1000/km/siderumble strips = $1000/km/side
Benefit = 16% reduction in all collisions Benefit = 16% reduction in all collisions 
(AASHTO)(AASHTO)
For example with AADT = 1500, Benefit (20 For example with AADT = 1500, Benefit (20 
years)    = $years)    = $20,94820,948 x 0.16 x 20 = $67,034x 0.16 x 20 = $67,034
Benefit / Cost = 67,034 / 2000 = Benefit / Cost = 67,034 / 2000 = 3434
Payback Period = 20 x 12 months /34 = 7 Payback Period = 20 x 12 months /34 = 7 
monthsmonths



Why Rumble Strips (continued)?Why Rumble Strips (continued)?

Cost of Cost of centrelinecentreline rumble strips = rumble strips = $1500/km$1500/km
Benefit = Benefit = 14%14% reduction in all collisions reduction in all collisions 
(AASHTO)(AASHTO)
For example with AADT = 1500, Benefit (20 For example with AADT = 1500, Benefit (20 
years)    = $years)    = $20,94820,948 x x 0.140.14 x 20 = $58,654x 20 = $58,654
Benefit / Cost = Benefit / Cost = 58,65458,654/ / 15001500 = = 3939
Payback Period = 20 x 12 / 39 = 6 monthsPayback Period = 20 x 12 / 39 = 6 months



Rumble StripsRumble Strips
Alberta Transportation has been installing Alberta Transportation has been installing 
rumble strips as a safety measure on Alberta rumble strips as a safety measure on Alberta 
highways since 1992.highways since 1992.

RolledRolled--in continuous type before 1995in continuous type before 1995
MilledMilled--in type starting 1995in type starting 1995
MilledMilled--in type for stop condition (intersections).  in type for stop condition (intersections).  
Raised type discontinued in 1995 because of Raised type discontinued in 1995 because of 
problems with snowplow operationproblems with snowplow operation



Rumble Strip Rumble Strip 
Application MethodsApplication Methods

RollingRolling--in Methodin Method MillingMilling--in Methodin Method



RollingRolling--in Methodin Method

AdvantagesAdvantages
Simple and fast installationSimple and fast installation
Low cost (approx. $500 per Low cost (approx. $500 per 
lanelane--km)km)

DisadvantagesDisadvantages
For fresh and uncompacted For fresh and uncompacted 
pavement onlypavement only
Difficult to maintain quality Difficult to maintain quality 
control over alignment control over alignment 
(lateral placement) and depth (lateral placement) and depth 
of rumble strips, and tearing of rumble strips, and tearing 
on pavementon pavement

Hairline cracking of pavement 
at rolled in rumble strips



RollingRolling--in Method (cont.)in Method (cont.)

Factors affecting qualityFactors affecting quality
1.1. Type, weight, speed and guiding device of Type, weight, speed and guiding device of 

drum rollerdrum roller
2.2. Pavement mat temperaturePavement mat temperature
3.3. WeatherWeather
4.4. Top size of aggregate in the hot mixTop size of aggregate in the hot mix



MillingMilling--in Methodin Method

AdvantagesAdvantages
For existing and hardened For existing and hardened 
new pavement, therefore new pavement, therefore 
versatile and flexibleversatile and flexible
Easy to maintain quality Easy to maintain quality 
control over alignment control over alignment 
(lateral placement) and depth (lateral placement) and depth 
of rumble stripsof rumble strips

DisadvantagesDisadvantages
Higher cost (approx. $1000 Higher cost (approx. $1000 
per laneper lane--km); 2 to 2.5 times km); 2 to 2.5 times 
the cost of the rollingthe cost of the rolling--in in 
method. Cost has come method. Cost has come 
down with larger quantity.down with larger quantity.

Wirtgen500 Milling Machine



Implementation Process Implementation Process -- 20112011

Past: Past: rolledrolled--in rumble stripsin rumble strips,, installed under installed under 
construction contract or construction contract or milled rumble stripsmilled rumble strips
installed through special contract.installed through special contract.
Present: Present: milled rumble stripsmilled rumble strips,, installed in 3 ways:installed in 3 ways:

1.1. new surfacing projects.new surfacing projects.
2.2. Highway Maintenance ContractsHighway Maintenance Contracts
3.3. StandStand--alone Rumble Strip contracts.alone Rumble Strip contracts.

See Design Bulletin # 18, May 2011.



Considerations for Prioritizing Milled Considerations for Prioritizing Milled 
Shoulder Rumble Strip ProjectsShoulder Rumble Strip Projects

Collision Rate and FrequencyCollision Rate and Frequency
AADTAADT
ContinuityContinuity
PayPay--back periodback period
Benefit/Cost Ratio over life of improvement Benefit/Cost Ratio over life of improvement 
for milled rumble stripsfor milled rumble strips



Previous Previous -- ““Initial ProgramInitial Program””
1)  Install rumble stripping only on divided 1)  Install rumble stripping only on divided 

highways.highways.
  2)  Hwy 2 from Edmonton to Calgary, 2)  Hwy 2 from Edmonton to Calgary, 

excluding areas to be rehabilitated excluding areas to be rehabilitated from from 
2003 2003 -- 2005. 2005. 

  3)  Projects with highest NPV/Cost given next 3)  Projects with highest NPV/Cost given next 
highest priority.highest priority.



Previous Previous ““InitialInitial”” ProgramProgram
Why Divided Highways?Why Divided Highways?

Longer routes and highest average AADT.Longer routes and highest average AADT.
Longer average trip length Longer average trip length →→ increased increased 
driver fatigue.driver fatigue.
Higher speeds on divided hwys result in Higher speeds on divided hwys result in 
higher collision severity.higher collision severity.



Divided and Undivided Highways Divided and Undivided Highways 

29% and 21% of collisions on divided and 29% and 21% of collisions on divided and 
undivided  hwys in Alberta respectively are single undivided  hwys in Alberta respectively are single 
vehicle runvehicle run--offoff--road type (2002 to 2006 data) road type (2002 to 2006 data) 
Rumble strips are a preventive technique for Rumble strips are a preventive technique for 
SVROR type collisions.SVROR type collisions.



AlbertaAlberta’’s Typical Annual Collision s Typical Annual Collision 
Record Record -- Average for 2002 Average for 2002 –– 2009.2009.

Fatalities: 410Fatalities: 410
Serious Injuries*: 3344Serious Injuries*: 3344
Killed at intersections: Killed at intersections: 8282
Serious injuries at intersections: Serious injuries at intersections: 982982
Killed on rural roads: Killed on rural roads: 293293
Serious injuries on rural roads: Serious injuries on rural roads: 15931593
Portion of rural serious collisions that are RunPortion of rural serious collisions that are Run--OffOff--
Road type: 40 Road type: 40 -- 50% approximately.50% approximately.

*Serious injuries involve hospitalization.*Serious injuries involve hospitalization.



What is AT currently doing?What is AT currently doing?

Conceptual outline of annual safety programConceptual outline of annual safety program
Rumble Strips $15mRumble Strips $15m
Cable Barriers $2.6mCable Barriers $2.6m
Enhanced Pavement Markings $0.2mEnhanced Pavement Markings $0.2m
Impact Attenuators $0.4mImpact Attenuators $0.4m
Pedestrian Countdown Signals $0.7mPedestrian Countdown Signals $0.7m
Wider Pavement Markings: trial project (TAC)Wider Pavement Markings: trial project (TAC)
Fixed Hazard Removal $0.35mFixed Hazard Removal $0.35m
Linear Delineation Systems $0.2mLinear Delineation Systems $0.2m
Gateway Treatments: trial project $0.5mGateway Treatments: trial project $0.5m

TOTAL : $20 m/annum.TOTAL : $20 m/annum.



Rumble Strip Placement PracticesRumble Strip Placement Practices
(Design Bulletin 18)(Design Bulletin 18)

The following changes (2006) have been made The following changes (2006) have been made 
to rumble strip placement criteria:to rumble strip placement criteria:

•• Two lane highways with minimum Two lane highways with minimum 
shoulder width shoulder width 1.4m1.4m (was 1.80m)(was 1.80m)

•• MultiMulti--lane highways with right shoulder of lane highways with right shoulder of 
1.4m1.4m (was 1.8m)(was 1.8m)



Rumble Strip Placement PracticesRumble Strip Placement Practices

ContinueContinue……
•• MultiMulti--lane highways with left shoulder lane highways with left shoulder 

of of 0.6m0.6m (was 1.0m)(was 1.0m)
•• At intersections with tapers, terminate  At intersections with tapers, terminate  

and reand re--instate 60 m from taperinstate 60 m from taper
•• At intersections where there is no taper, At intersections where there is no taper, 

terminate and reterminate and re--instate 200 m from the instate 200 m from the 
intersection or as determined in the intersection or as determined in the 
field.field.



Rumble Strip Placement PracticesRumble Strip Placement Practices

ContinueContinue……
•• Bridges and bridge approaches where Bridges and bridge approaches where 

the shoulder exceeds the shoulder exceeds 1.4m1.4m –– install install 
rumble strips beginning 100m prior to rumble strips beginning 100m prior to 
guardrail approach and end 10m prior to guardrail approach and end 10m prior to 
deck.deck.

•• Rumble strips are not to be placed on Rumble strips are not to be placed on 
bridge decks unless approved by the bridge decks unless approved by the 
department as a department as a ““specialspecial”” installation.installation.



Rumble Strip Placement PracticesRumble Strip Placement Practices

ContinueContinue……
•• May install selectively at locations where May install selectively at locations where 

hazards exist near travel lanes provided hazards exist near travel lanes provided 
the right hand shoulder exceeds the right hand shoulder exceeds 1.4m1.4m
e.g. railway crossing cantilever e.g. railway crossing cantilever 
structures, raised islands etc.structures, raised islands etc.



Rumble Strip Placement PracticesRumble Strip Placement Practices

• Centreline rumble strip depth 9mm +/-
2mm (was 6mm +/- 2mm)

• Shoulder rumble strip depth is 9mm +/-
2mm (was 8mm +/- 2mm)



SHOULDER RUMBLE STRIPS SHOULDER RUMBLE STRIPS 
(ranking by department)(ranking by department)



Centerline Rumble Strips Centerline Rumble Strips 
(ranking by department)(ranking by department)



Typical Standards and LayoutTypical Standards and Layout
-- CB6 drawings on webCB6 drawings on web

Continuous Milled Rumble Strips for ShouldersContinuous Milled Rumble Strips for Shoulders
Intermittent Milled Rumble Strips for Shoulders Intermittent Milled Rumble Strips for Shoulders 
((ObsoleteObsolete--AT StandardAT Standard))
Milled Rumble Strips for CentrelineMilled Rumble Strips for Centreline
Milled Rumble Strips for Stop ConditionMilled Rumble Strips for Stop Condition



Typical Layout for Typical Layout for 
Continuous Milled Continuous Milled 
Rumble Strips for Rumble Strips for 

ShouldersShoulders

* - Revised June 2006

AT CB6-
3.52M1



Milled-In Continuous Rumble Strips on the Inside 
Shoulder of a Segment of Highway 16 (Divided), 
West of Edmonton, Alberta (1997)



Milled Rumble Strips on Centreline (Layout and Milled Rumble Strips on Centreline (Layout and 
Dimensions)Dimensions)

DwgDwg #CB6#CB6--352M4352M4



Milled Rumble Strips CentrelineMilled Rumble Strips Centreline

Previous practice Previous practice -- install selectively at locations install selectively at locations 
where there is the highest probability of need. where there is the highest probability of need. 
Primarily on horizontal curves on busier Primarily on horizontal curves on busier 
highways. highways. 
Current practice Current practice -- Centreline milling along Centreline milling along 
passing and no passing zones (was only at double passing and no passing zones (was only at double 
barrier lines, no passing zones).barrier lines, no passing zones).
Warning signs installed.Warning signs installed.
Before and after collision experience will be Before and after collision experience will be 
monitored.monitored.



Typical Layout for Typical Layout for 
Milled Rumble Milled Rumble 

Strips Stop Strips Stop 
Condition Condition 

CB6CB6--3.52M33.52M3
(April 2001)(April 2001)



Milled Rumble Strips Stop ConditionMilled Rumble Strips Stop Condition

Based on operational experience (collision Based on operational experience (collision 
history).history).
Previously lane strips extended to the edge of Previously lane strips extended to the edge of 
paved shoulder to allow transverse drainage paved shoulder to allow transverse drainage 
and reduce icing problems.and reduce icing problems.
Revised later to outside edge of shoulder line Revised later to outside edge of shoulder line 
to allow a smooth path of travel for cyclists.to allow a smooth path of travel for cyclists.



Collision occurred on ICollision occurred on I--90 in Montana90 in Montana

Driver fell asleep at the Driver fell asleep at the 
wheel.wheel.
Struck end of the guard rail.Struck end of the guard rail.
The guard rail came through The guard rail came through 
the right headlight, engine the right headlight, engine 
compartment, firewall, glove compartment, firewall, glove 
box, passenger seat, rear seat box, passenger seat, rear seat 
and exited out the driver's and exited out the driver's 
side rear window. side rear window. 
120 Linear Feet of guard rail 120 Linear Feet of guard rail 
threaded through the threaded through the 
suburbansuburban
Driver was not injured.Driver was not injured.

Questions?
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